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Felix Johnson 
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Subject: RE: To chair of Conservative party
Date: 30 April 2018 15:56:18

Dear Chair,

I am writing to you today on a serious constitutional matter. The Prime
Minister has refused to respond to a complaint. She has not carried out her
protocols and procedures as per her own code of conduct, but rather is
seemingly oblivious to the laws of the land. Please read my last two
unanswered letters. All of our other communications are on my website
www.justiceforautism.co.uk which is a chronology of much of what has been
happening over the past 6 years. You will see that child x was wrongly
diagnosed and labelled a naughty boy with bad parents rather than high
functioning autism, ADHD and post-traumatic stress from the wrong treatment
by social services, education, council and being out in the world in general.

This case is just one of countless thousands and needs to be seriously
investigated due to the clear cover up (social services, education, council, BCA,
GCC, Prime Minister’s office and the Prime Minister) which has caused
immense difficulties for the family.   Can you please assist me in this regard?

The Prime Minister must resign for breaches of protocols, procedures and law.
She has a clear conflict of interest as she suppressed this case as Home
Secretary.

Justice must not just be seen to, but actually done.

H Lamb DC
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From: howard lamb  
Sent: 30 April 2018 15:19
To: felix
Subject: To chair of Conservative party

Dear chair
I am writing to you today on a serious constitutional matter. The Prime Minister has refused to 
respond to complaint . She has not carried out her protocols and procedures as per her own 
code of conduct , seemingly oblivious to the laws of the land . Please read my last two 
unanswered letters . All of our other communications are on my website justiceforautism.co.uk 
which is a chronology of much of what has been happening over the past 6 years . You will see 
that child x was wrongly diagnosed and labelled a naughty boy with bad parents rather than high 
functioning autism ,ADHD.and post traumatic stress from the wrong treatment by social services 
,education ,council , and being out in the world in general .
This case is just one of countless thousands and needs to be seriously investigated due to the 
clear cover up (social services ,education ,council ,Bca Gcc ,prime ministers office and prime 
minister ) which has caused immense difficulties to the family .



The prime minister must resign for breaches of protocols ,procedure s and law . She has a clear
conflict of interest as she suppressed this case as Home Secretary.
Justice must not just be seen to ,but actually done .
H Lamb DC

Dc Howard lamb


